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Direct simulation Monte Carlo �DSMC� simulations are performed for the Apollo cap�
sule in the hypersonic low�density transitional �ow regime� The focus is on �ow conditions
similar to that experienced by the Apollo � Command Module during the high altitude
portion of its reentry� Results for aerodynamic forces and moments are presented that
demonstrate their sensitivity to rarefaction� that is	 for free molecular to continuum con�
ditions� Also	 aerodynamic data are presented that shows their sensitivity to a range of
reentry velocity	 encompasing conditions that include reentry from low Earth orbit	 lunar
return	 and Mars return velocities �
�
 to �� kms�� The rare�ed results are anchored in
the continuum regime with data from Navier�Stokes simulations�
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cp center of pressure� m
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CD drag force coe�cient� Drag�����	��V
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CL lift force coe�cient� Lift�����	��V
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Cm�cg pitching�moment coe�cient� Moment about center of gravity�����	��V
�
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Cm�� pitching�moment coe�cient� Moment about z�����	��V
�
�

�Aref 
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CN normal force coe�cient� Normal Force�����	��V
�
�

�Aref 



Db maximum body diameter� m
Kn��D�HS free�stream hard shpere Knudsen number� ���Db

L lift force� N
L�D lift to drag ratio
mcs mean collision separation distance� m
mfp mean free path� m
n number density� m��

Ra afterbody spherical nose radius � m
Rn blunt forebody spherical nose radius � m
Rs shoulder radius � m
T temperature� K
V� free�stream velocity� m�s
x�y�z model coordinates� m
X mole fractions
� angle of incidence� deg
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� inertial entry �ight�path angle� deg
�� mean free path in free stream� m
� density� kg�m�

A� Subscripts

W wall
� free stream

I� Introduction

The space capsule�� eclipsed for decades by the more complex and costly shuttle� now appears likely
to emerge as its successor� Realization of such a change is essentially assured with Chinas recent manned
space�ight successes and NASAs announced vision of a new space craft for human space exploration� the
Crew Exploration Vehicle �CEV
� China conducted a second successful manned space�ight in October ���	
with the Shenzhou �� a con�guration that is an adaption of Russias veteran Soyuz design� On September
��� ���	� NASA announced the �ndings of the Exploration Systems Architecture Study that recommended
the use an Apollo�like capsule for the CEV design� The CEV is much larger than Apollo� almost twice the
mass of the Apollo Command Module along with a much larger volume� and like Apollo� would be attached
to a service module for life support and propulsion� Mission applications of the CEV include that of a
low�Earth�orbit �LEO
 version with a crew of six to the International Space Station� a lunar version that
would carry a crew of four� and a Mars version that would carry a crew of six�

With commitments to evolve the CEV design�s
 for LEO� lunar� and Mars missions� aerothermodynamic
data bases will be generated utilizing computational and experimental �both ground�based and �ight
 re�
sources� These new data bases along with an extensive capsule heritage� particularly that from Apollo �Refs�
� to �� for example
� will provide the basis for optimizing the CEVs design� with particular emphasis on
safety� �exibility� and a�ordability� The current study focuses on the aerodynamics of the Apollo Command
Module during the transitional portion of its reentry� from free molecular to near continuum continuum
conditions� The primary focus is on �ow conditions similar to those experienced by the Apollo � �ight test�
with a reentry velocity of ��� km�s� Numerical simulations for the transitional �ow regime are made with
the �D DSMC code of Bird���� called DS�V� and for the continuum regime with the �D Navier�Stokes �NS

code of Gno�o������ called LAURA �Langley Aerothermodynamic Upwind Relaxation Algorithm
� Results
are presented that show the sensitivity of the capsule aerodynamics to rarefaction� velocity variations at
an altitude of ��	 km� sensitivity to grid resolution� and chemistry model assumptions �number of species

at �	 km with the NS simulations� The DSMC results presented herein along with data from some recent
studies��	 �
 demonstrate available capability to address the transitional �ow aerodynamics of capsules such
as the CEV� a capability that did not exist when the Apollo Command Module design was evolved� The
current results show that the lift and lift�to�drag coe�cients increase substantially with decreasing rarefac�
tion� Also� the location of the longitudinal center of pressure is very sensitive to the degree of rarefaction
and the simulations show that the stable trim point for the Apollo capsule at ��	 km altitude occurs at an
incidence angle of ���� degrees rather than the nominal ��	 degrees �own by Apollo �� that is� the capsule
is statically unstable for much� if not all� of the transitional �ow regime� a result not that uncommon for
capsules as discussed by Wilmoth et al��� for the Stardust sample return capsule and Moss et al��� for the
Mars Path�nder capsule� Results of the simulations for variations in free�stream velocity show that the
changes in the aerodynamic coe�cients with increasing velocity are similar to those incurred with increasing
rarefaction� consistent with the correlations demonstrated by Wilhite et al��� �Fig� �� p ���
 for the Shuttle
Orbiter axial�force coe�cients as a function of a viscous correlation parameter�

II� Numerical Programs and Model Parameters

A� DSMC Analyses

The DSMC program used in the current study is the DS�V program of Bird���� a general �D code that
provides both time accurate unsteady �ow and time�averaged steady �ow simulations� A scalar version
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of this program was used in this study where all the simulations were made by using a ��� GHz personal
computer with a memory of ��� GB� Molecular collisions are simulated with the variable hard sphere �VHS

molecular model� The Larsen�Borgnakke statistical model�� controls the energy exchange between kinetic
and internal modes� For the present study� the simulations are performed by using a �ve�species reacting air
gas model while considering energy exchange between translational� rotational� and vibrational modes� The
molecular gas constants used in the current study are those given in Ref� �� Also� a rotational relaxation
collision number of 	 and a temperature dependent vibrational collision number �Eq� ��	� of Ref� �
 were
used� More details regarding the DS�V code can be found in Ref� �� and examples of recent validation
studies are presented in Ref� ��

For all simulations� the surface is assumed to be noncatalytic and at a speci�ed wall temperature� As for
gas�surface interactions� they are assumed to be di�use� with full energy accommodation�

The geometric size of the computational domain was varied with the degree of rarefaction of the free�
stream �ow� since the in�uence of the body on the external �ow at high Knudsen numbers extends outward
a greater distance than is the case for a denser �ow� The total number of cells in the computational domain
was also a variable� The grid adaptation used in the current study nominally used �� simulated molecules
per cell� The total number of molecules used in the simulations ranged from approximately � to �� million�

An indicator of the resolution achieved in a given simulation is given by the ratio of the mean collision
separation between collision partners to the local mean free path �mcs�mfp
� For blunt body �ows� as
considered herein� the average value for this parameter over the computational domain should be much less
than � to ensure that the values of mcs�mfp are less than � adjacent to the surface� If these guidelines
are not met� the calculated results will be inaccurate� Results are presented where the failure to meet this
criterion and the resulting impact on the calculated forces and moments are demonstrated�

B� Navier�Stokes Analyses

Navier�Stokes analyses are performed by using the LAURA computational �uid dynamics code������ LAURA
is an upwind�bias� point�implicit�line�inplicit relaxation algorithm for obtaining the numerical solution to the
Navier�Stokes equations for three�dimensional� viscous� hypersonic �ows in thermochemical nonequilibrium�
LAURA has both the thin layer and full NS options� and both options were exercised in the current study�
All of the LAURA simulations assumed the �ow to be a reacting gas mixture with the surface boundary
conditions consisting of a constant wall temperature� a noncatalytic surface� and no slip or temperature
jump� The volume grid consists of �� blocks with a total of � ��� ��� cells� and in the direction normal to the
wall� there are �� cells� which cover the region from the wall to the outer boundary� Grid adaption assured
cell Reynolds number adjacent to the wall at a nominal value no greater than ��	 for the highest altitude ��	
km
 and 	�� for the lowest altitude ��	 km
� The structured surface grid consisted of �� 	�� cells� To balance
the computational load� calculations were performed on �� dual processor ��� GHz Opteron workstations
with one block assigned to each of the �� processors� Solutions were considered converged when the surface
properties became steady and changed little after additional integration cycles�

C� Free Molecular and Newtonian Analyses

The free molecular �FM
 and modi�ed Newtonian �MN
 results were obtained with the DACFREE code of
R� G� Wilmoth �private communication� July ���	
� DACFREE computes aerodynamic forces and moments
on arbitrary bodies using standard free molecular and modi�ed Newtonian methods� This code can handle
arbitrary geometries speci�ed as an unstructured collection of triangles� and for the present study� the surface
grid was the same as that used in the DSMC simulations�

III� Conditions and Results

A� Conditions

Considerable resources were devoted to quantifying the impact of the aerothermodynamic environment on
the Apollo Command Module during reentry� particularly the thermal protection system� Table �� based on
the data presented in Ref� �� list some of the reentry parameters for the � unmanned Apollo heat�shield�
quali�cation �ight tests� two at orbital entry velocities and two at superorbital entry velocities �Apollo �
entered at ����� km�s less than was planned due to a re�ignition failure in the upper stage�
� The current
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study focuses on an altitude range of ��� to �	 km at ��� km�s �corresponding to the Apollo � reentry
condition
 at an angle of incidence of ��	 degrees� for a range of incidence angles at an altitude of ��	 km�
and for a range of reentry velocities ����� to �	 km�s
 at ��	 degrees incidence and ��	 km altitude�

The axisymmetric geometry for the Apollo Command Module used in the present study is shown in Fig�
�� which does not account for thermal protection thickness variations between the leeward and windward
sides� The Apollo capsule was �own at an angle of incidence while using an o�set center of gravity �location
used in the current study is listed in Fig� �
� The Apollo capsule has a truncated spherical section� followed
by a toroidal section� and then a conical section� As discussed by Bertin�� �page ���
� the sonic point�
which occurs near the tangency point of the spherical heat shield and the toroidal surface� are inboard of
the locations that they would occupy for a full spherical cap� As a result� the entire �ow�eld in the subsonic
portion of the shock layer is modi�ed with respect to those for a full spherical cap�

When the pressures and shear stresses are integrated over the surface� the resultant force acts at the
center�of�pressure �cp
 of the capsule� The total force vector is usually resolved into components� as shown
in Fig� �� Nomenclature used for the body �axial and normal
 and velocity �drag and lift
 oriented coordinates
are as shown in Fig� ��

For the DSMC simulations� an unstructured surface grid �Figs� � and �
 is used to de�ne the body
surface� where the number of surface points and triangles were ���� and ����� respectively� This surface
resolution was deemed adequate after a calculation was made for a case ���	 km altitude and ��	 degrees
incidence
 with a much �ner surface grid resoultion �	��� and ������ points and triangles� respectively

and with a negligible change in results� Note that the numerical simulations take advantage of the problem
symmetry in that the �ow is computed about only half of the capsule�

Free�stream atmospheric conditions are listed in Tables � and � and are based on the data of Jacchia��

�an exospheric temperature of ���� K
 for altitudes of �� km and above and on that of Ref� �� for altitudes
less than �� km� The surface temperatures are assumed to be uniformly distributed at the values listed in
Tables �� �� and �� and are calculated based on the minimum value resulting from either the free�molecular
radiative equilibrium heat transfer to the stagnation point or the radiative equilibrium temperature based
on the stagnation point heating from the correlation of Sutton �Eq� � of Ref� ��
� The free�stream Knudsen
numbers listed in Table � are based on the free�stream number density� a characteristic length of ����� m
�maximum capsule diameter
� and a constant molecular diameter of ���� x ����� m�

B� Rarefaction and Grid Resolution E�ects

Results of the numerical simulations are presented in Tables � through � and Figs� 	 through ��� Table � and
Figs� 	 through � present results that show the e�ects of rarefaction� as expresed by the Knudsen number� on
the aerodynamic and moment coe�cients and the location of the center of pressure� The lift �CL
 and lift�to�
drag �L�D
 coe�cients are shown to be extremely sensitive to rarefaction� increasing in value with decreasing
rarefaction� All results presented in Fig� 	 were obtained with the DS�V code� and as noted in this �gure
these results have been generated with a simulation merit parameter that is too large for the lower altitude
cases� that is� the value of mcs�mfp is of order one or larger� Table � provides data that is useful in assessing
the goodness of the simulation for 	 di�erent altitudes between ��	 and �	 km� These grid sensitivity
studies were made by sequentially increasing the number of simulated molecules and adapting the grid to ��
molecules per cell� For the ��	 and ��� km conditions� we see negligible to small changes in the coe�cients
as the resolution is re�ned� that is� by increasing the number of simulated molecules and computational cells
with a corresponding reduction in the magnitude of the solution merit parameter mcs�mfp� However� for the
�	 to �	 km conditions� it is not possible with a single�processor personal computer to achieve an adequate
grid resolution� To determine the impact of the lack of grid resolved DS�V simulations for the lower altitude
conditions� Navier�Stokes solutions were generated for these conditions and lower altitudes� as presented in
Table �� When a comparison of the DS�V and LAURA results at �	 km �Tables � and �
 is made� one is able
to see the quantitative impact of a poorly resolved simulation and its impact of the predicted aerodynamics�
For example� the ratio of DS�V to LAURA results at �	 km for drag� lift� and L�D coe�cients are ����� �����
and ����� respectively� in which the DS�V simulation was made with a global mean mcs�mfp of ���	� Recall
that a grid resolved DS�V simulation requires a mcs�mfp value that is of order ���� clearly demonstrated in
the results shown in Table ��

Aerodynamic data presented if Figs� � and � includes both the NS and the grid resolved DSMC results�
and provides coverage in terms of hard sphere free�stream Knudsen numbers of approximately six orders of
magnitude� Even though an overlap with the two simulation methods has not been demonstrated� the results
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clearly show that two very di�erent numerical methods are producing similar and reasonably consistent
results �joined by dash lines
 in the �	 to ��� km altitude range �Kn number of approximately �����
� As
detailed in Table �� the NS results includes two modeling assumptions accounting for di�erent gas models �a
	�species model that does not account for ionization and �� and ���species models that account for ionized
species
 and the actual equations solved �full NS �FNS� or thin layer NS �TLNS�
� Results for the �	 km �ow
conditions show little sensitivity of the aerodynamics to the e�ects of either TLNS versus FNS or whether
the e�ects of ionization are included� Results presented in Ref� �� indicated that as the �ow becomes more
rare�ed� the full NS provides better agreement with the DSMC results and the agreement persists to more
rare�ed conditions�

Figure � details the movement of the center of pressure and the corresponding moment coe�cient about
the center of gravity as a function of Knudsen number� As the capsule descends from ��� to �	 km� the
center of pressure experiences a substantial translation as it moves from a position forward of the center of
gravity to one well aft� The corresponding change in the moment coe�cient �Fig� �
 is from a negative value
to a small positive value�

C� E�ects of Angle of Incidence

Figures � though �� and Table 	 present data that show the dependence of the Apollo capsule aerodynamics
to variations in angle of incidence for the ��	 km altitude conditions and ��� km�s� Figure � highlights the
dependence of L�D on incidence angle and also demonstrates its sensitivity to rarefaction by including the
free molecular �FM
 and modi�ed Newtonian �MN
 results� The FM and MN results were generated with
the DACFREE code at the ��� km and �	 km conditions� respectively�

Results of the DSMC simulations for the force coe�cients are presented in Fig� � as a function of
incidence� Results for the center of pressure location and the moment coe�cient about the o�set center of
gravity are presented in Fig� ��� These simulations show that the stable trim point for the Apollo capsule
at ��	 km altitude occurs at an incidence angle of ���� degrees rather than the nominal ��	 degrees �own
by Apollo �� that is� the capsule is statically unstable for much� if not all� of the transitional �ow regime� a
result not that uncommon��	 �� for capsules in the transitional rare�ed regime�

D� E�ects of Free�Stream Velocity

To examine the e�ects of free�stream velocity variations� simulations were made for the Apollo capsule at an
altitude of ��	 km and ��	 degrees incidence for 	 free�stream velocities ranging from ��� to �	 km�s �Table �
�
Four of the velocities correspond to the nominal re�entry conditions of the � unmanned Apollo quali�cation
�ight tests �Table �
� The �	 km�s velocity is representative of the upper bounds for a Mars return mission�
Consequently� this range of entry velocities is inclusive of that for reentry from LEO� lunar return� and Mars
return missions� Results of the simulations for variations in free�stream velocity show �Table � and Fig� ��

that the changes in the aerodynamic coe�cients with increasing velocity are similar to those incurred with
increasing rarefaction� that is� the magnitude of the drag� axial� and normal force coe�cients increases with
increasing free�stream velocity while the magnitude of the lift and lift�to�drag ratio coe�cients decrease with
increasing velocity� These �ndings are consistent with the correltaions demonstrated by Wilhite et al��� �Fig�
�� p ���
 for the Shuttle Orbiter axial�force coe�cients as a function of a viscous correlation parameter�

IV� Concluding Remarks

A computational study of hypersonic �ow over the Apollo Command Module is made by using the direct
simulation Monte Carlo �DSMC
 method� The computations are made for Earth entry conditions� similar
to that experienced by Apollo �� by using a 	�species reacting air model� Simulations are made for altitudes
of ��� to �	 km� free�stream velocities of ��� to �	 km�s� and various angles of incidence� Results of the
simulations show the e�ect of both rarefaction and entry velocities on the aerodynamic forces and moments�
Also� results are presented that show the sensitivity of solutions to grid resolution and the approximate
bounds of reliable results when using the DSMC code called DS�V�

The rare�ed results are anchored in the continuum regime with simulations made with a Navier�Stokes
code for altitudes of �	 to �	 km and a free�stream velocity of ��� km�s� Included in the Navier�Stokes
simulations were sensitivity studies regarding the use of full Navier Stokes or thin layer Navier Stokes and
the impact of including or not including the e�ects of ionization on the calculated aerodynamics�
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Signi�cant �ndings of the present investigation are as follows� ��
 the lift and lift�to�drag coe�cients
increase substantially with decreasing rarefaction� ��
 the location of the longitudinal center of pressure is
very sensitive to the degree of rarefaction� ��
 the Apollo Command Module is statically unstable for much of
the rare�ed �ow regime� ��
 changes in the aerodynamic coe�cients with increasing velocity have the same
trend as that for increasing rarefaction� ��
 the present DSMC simulations are shown to be reliable based on
grid resolution studies for altitudes from free molecular to approximately ��� km altitude� �	
 even though
an overlap of grid converged DSMC and NS simulations were not realized in the current study� the two
simulation techniques were su�ciently close in altitude space to indicate that the two simulation methods
provide consistent results as they approach each other in the �	 to ��� km altitude interval� and ��
 that
the NS results for aerodynamics demonstrate a very small sensitivity to the � gas model used �	� �� and ��
species models
 for the �	 km altitude conditions�
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Table �� Reentry conditions for the Apollo Command Module �ight tests�

Flight Designation V�� m�s �� deg �� deg Max Decel� gs Theoretical Max Heating� W�cm�

AS���� ���� ��� ���� ���� ���

AS���� ���� ��� ���	 ��� ��

Apollo � ����� ��	 ���� ��� ���

Apollo � ��� ��	 �	�� ��� ���

Table �� Free�stream conditions�

Altitude� km n�� m�� ��� kg�m� T�� K Molecular weight

��� ������ � ���
 ������� ����� ���� ������

��� ������ � ���� ������� ����� ��� ������

�	� 	���		 � ���� ������� ���� ��� ������

��� ���	�� � ���� ���	��� ���� ��	 ������

��	 ������ � ���� 	������ ���� 	�� �	����

��� ������ � ���� �����	� ���� 	�� �	����

��	 ���	�� � ���� ������� ���� ��� �	����

��� 	����� � ���� ������� ���� ��� ����	�

��	 ���	�� � ���� ���	�	� ���� ��� ������

��� ������ � ���� ������� ���� ��� ������

��	 	����� � ���� ������� ���� ��� ������

��� ������ � ���� 	�	���� ���� ��� ����	�

�	 ������ � ���� �����	� ���� ��� ������

�� ����		 � ���� ������� ���� ��� ������

�	 ���	�� � ���� ���		�� ���� ��� ������

�	 ������ � ���� ����	�� ���
 ��� ������

�	 ����	� � ���� �����	� ���� ��� ������
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Table �� Atmospheric composition and Knudsen numbers for reentry conditions�

Altitude� km XO� XN� XO Kn��D�HS

��� ������� ���	��� ��	���� �����

��� �����	� ��	���� ������� �����

�	� ���	��� ����		� ������� ��	�

��� ������� ���	��� ������� ����

��	 ����	�� �����	� ������� ����

��� ������� ������� ������� ����

��	 ������� ������� �����	� ����

��� �����	� ������� ������� �����

��	 ������� ���	��� ������	 �����

��� ������� ������� ������	 �����

��	 ���	��� ������� ���	��� �����

��� ������� ������� ������� ������

�	 ������� ������� ������� ������

�� ������	 ������� ������� ����	�

�	 ������� ������� ������� ������

�	 ������� ������� ������� ������	

�	 ������� ������� ������� �������

Table �� E	ect of rarefaction on aerodynamics for ��
o incidence and a free�stream velocity of ��� kms�

Alt�� km TW � K CA CN Cm�� CD CL L�D

��� ��� ����� ������ ����� ����� ����� �����

��� ��� ����� �����	 ����� ����� ����� �����

�	� ��� ����� ����	� ����� ����� ����� �����

��� ��� ����� ������ ����� ���	� ����� �����

��	 ��� ����� ������ ����� ����� ����� �����

��� 	�� ����� �����	 ����� ����� ����� �����

��	 	�� ����� ����		 ����� ����	 ����� �����

��� ��	 ���	� ������ ����� ����� ����� �����

��	 ��	 ����� ���	�� ����� ����� ����� ����	

��� ��� ����� ������ ����� ���		 ����	 �����

��	 ���� ��	�� ������ ����� ��	�� ����� �����

��� ���� ����� ������ ����� ����� ���	� ���	�

�	 ���	 ����� ������ ����� ����� ����� �����

�� ���� ���	� ������ ����� ����� ����� �����

�	 �	�� ���	� �����	 ����� ����� ����	 �����
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Table 
� E	ect of incidence angle on aerodynamics for a free�stream velocity of ��� kms� an altitude of ��
 km� and
a wall temperature of ���� K�

�� deg CA CN Cm�� CD CL L�D Cm�cg C�m�cg

� ����	 ����� ����� ����	 ����� ����� ������� �������

� ����� ����� ������ ����� ����� ����� ������� �������

	 ����� ����� ������ ����� ������ ������ ������	 �������

�� ����� ���	� ������ ����� ������ ������ ������� �������

�	 ����� ����� ������ ����	 ������ ������ ������� �����	�

�� ����	 ����� ������ ����� ������ �����	 ������� �������

�	 ��	�� ����� ������ ��	�� ������ ������ �����	� ����	��

�� ����� ����	 ������ ����� ������ �����	 ������� ����	��

�	 ����� ��	�� ����	� ����� ������ ������ ����	�� ����	��

�� ����� ��	�� ������ ����	 ������ ������ ����	�� �������

�	 ����� ����� ������ ����� ������ ����		 ����	�� �������

�� ����� ����� ����	� ����� ������ ����	� ������� ������	

�	 ���	� ����� �����	 ����� ����� ����� ������� �������

�� ������ ����� ������ ����� ����� ����� ������ �������

�	 ����	� ���	� ������ ����� ����� ���		 ������ �����	�

��	 ������ ���	� �����	 ����� ����� ���	� ���	�� �������

��� ������ ����� ������ ����	 ����� ����� ������ �������

��	 �����	 ����� ������ ����� ������ ������ ������ �������

�	� ������ ����� ������ ����� ������ ����	� �����	 �������

�		 ������ ����� ������ ����� ������ ����	� ����	� �������

��� ������ ��	�	 ������ ����� ������ ����	� ������ �������

��	 ������ ����� ������ ����� ������ �����	 ������ ������

��� ������ ����� ������ ����� �����	 ������ ������ ������

��	 ������ ����� �����	 ����	 ������ ������ ������ ������

��� ������ ���	� ������ ����� ������ ������ ������ ���	��

��� ������ ����� ������ ����� ������ ������ ���	�� ���	��

� The moment coe�cient for the corresponding negative angle of incidence�

Table �� E	ect of velocity on aerodynamics for a ��
o incidence angle and an altitude of ��
 km�

V�� km�s TW � K CA CN Cm�� CD CL L�D

���� ��� ��	�	 ������ ����� ��	�� ����� ����	

���� ��� ��	�� �����	 ����� ��	�� ����� �����

���� ���� ��	�� ������ ����� ��	�� ����� �����

���	� ���� ��	�	 ������ ����� ��		� ����� �����

�	��� ���� ��		� ������ ����� ��	�� ����� �����
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Table �� Sensitivity of aerodynamic forces and moments to simulation merit parameter �mcsmfp� for a ��
o incidence
angle and V� � ��� kms�

Alt�� km Mean mcs�mfp Simulated Molecules CA CN Cm�� CD CL L�D

����� ���	� x ��� ��	�� ������ ����� ��	�� ����� �����

��	 ����� ����� x ��� ��	�	 ������ ����� ��	�� ����� �����

����� ����	 x ��� ��	�� ������ ����� ��	�� ����	 ����	

����� ����� x ��� ���	� ������ ����� ����� ����	 �����

��� ����� ����� x ��� ����� ������ ����� ����� ���	� �����

����� ���	�� x ��� ����� ������ ����� ����� ���	� ���	�

����	 ����� x ��� ����� ������ ����� ����� ���		 ���	�

�	 ����� 	���� x ��� ����� ������ ����	 ���	� ����� �����

����� ������ x ��� ����� ������ ����� ���	� ����� �����

����� ������ x ��� ����� ������ ����� ����� ����� �����

�� ����� ����� x ��� ����� ������ ����� ���	� ����� �����

����� ����� x ��� ���	� ������ ����� ����� ����� �����

�	 ����� ����� x ��� ����� ����	� ����� ����� ����� �����

���	� ������ x ��� ���	� �����	 ����� ����� ����	 �����

Table �� Aerodynamics obtained with the LAURA Navier�Stokes code for ��
o incidence angle and ��� kms �results
for both full Navier Stokes �FNS� and thin layer Navier Stokes �TLNS���

Alt�� km Models TW CA CN Cm�� CD CL L�D

�	 FNS� �� species ���	 ����� ������ ����	 ����� ����� �����

�� TLNS� �� species ���� ����� ����	� ����� ����� ����� �����

�	 FNS� �� species �	�� ����� ������ ����� ����	 ����� ���	�

�	 TLNS� �� species �	�� ����� ������ ����� ����� ����� ���	�

�	 TLNS� � species �	�� ����� ������ ����� ����� ����� ���	�

�	 TLNS� 	 species �	�� ����� ������ ����� ����� ����� ���	�

�	 TLNS� 	 species ���	 ����� ������ ����� ����� ����� �����

�	 TLNS� 	 species ���� ����	 ������ ����� ����� ���	� �����
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Figure �� Outer mold line of the Apollo Command Module used in the present work�
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Figure �� Nomenclature for aerodynamic forces in the pitch plane�
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Figure �� Frontal view of Apollo Command Module unstructured body grid used in present DSMC simulations�

Figure �� Side view of Apollo Command Module unstructured body grid used in present DSMC simulations�
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Figure 
� DS�V results for Apollo aerodynamics as a function of rarefaction� including poorly grid resolved results for
lower altitudes�
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Figure �� Apollo aerodynamics as a function of rarefaction for an incidence angle of ��
 degrees�
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Figure �� Calculated aerodynamics for Apollo capsule at ��
 km and ��� kms�
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Figure ��� Sensitivity of aerodynamic coe�cients to reentry velocity at ��
 km�
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